
Finite Mathematics   
Spring 2005 Semester          MATH 1100 Sections D & J 

Auburn University Montgomery 
 
 
time and place :   Section D meets 1:00-2:15 Mon/Wed in 221 Goodwyn Hall;  

Section J meets 2:30-3:45  Tue/Thu in 221 Goodwyn Hall. 
 
subscription rather than textbook :    You will need to buy a subscription to the distributed 
class notes (rather than the Barnett, Ziegler, and Byleen textbook being used in the other 
sections).  Whether you buy your subscription from the AUM Bookstore (in the Taylor Center) or 
the Collegiate Bookstore (on Taylor Road), you will receive a card with a number on it.  The 
bookstore will record your name and the number on the card.  I will collect the cards in class.  
This is quite similar in process to the card for Biology Labs.  The subscription will cost about 35 
dollars plus tax, which is slightly less than the difference between buying a new Finite Math 
textbook and what you get if you turn it in at the end of the term.  I doubt that these notes 
will have any resale value.  The bookstores tell me that if you have already purchased the usual 
textbook, you can turn it in. 
 
calculator required :   You should have a calculator that allows you to easily calculate the 
standard deviation;  look for a key such as 1−nσ  or  -- sometimes with an x in the subscript.  
You will also find it useful to have factorial key (marked with “!” or found in a menu launched 

by the 

s

MATH  or key) and a to-the key (often marked with  or ^).    With the 
exception of some very old calculators or “business calculators” or calculators made for a 
watch or clipboard, any calculator you have is likely to be fine. 

STAT xy

 
instructor :  Dr Smith = Furman Smith = Mr Smith = (Associate) Professor Smith = Prof. Furman 
 
office hours : 12:00-1:00 Wednesday, 12:00-1:00 Thursday, plus by appointment. 
To set up an appointment, speak to me in person either just before class or just after or during 
office hours or over the phone. 
 
e-mail  address :   furman.smith@mail.aum.edu 
 
phone number :  Feel free to call my home at 834-3120 between 9 am and 9 pm any day and 
my office at  244-3314 anytime. 
 
office :  subroom O of room 310 of Goodwyn Hall;  244-3314. 
 
prerequisite :  an appropriate score on the placement test or passing MATH 0800 (or passing 
the old MH 100 or some appropriate course from another university). 
 
catalog  description of the course  :  This course is intended to give an overview of topics in 
finite mathematics together with their applications and is taken primarily by students who are 
in curricula that do not require calculus.  The course will draw on and enhance significantly the 
student's arithmetic and algebraic skills.  Topics include sets, counting, permutations, 
combinations, basic probability (including Bayes’ Theorem), an introduction to statistics 
(including work with the binomial distributions and normal distributions), matrices and their 
applications to Markov chains, and decision theory.  Additional topics may include symbolic 
logic, linear models, linear programming, the simplex method, and applications.  MATH 1100 
satisfies the mathematics requirement of the General Studies Curriculum for state institutions 
of higher education in Alabama. 
 
 



dates of major exams (see the Schedule for dates of quizzes): 
 
M1: meeting 10 of the 30:       Tue, 15-Feb-2005, and Wed, 16-Feb-2005. 
M2: meeting 17:        Thu, 10-Mar, and Mon, 21-Mar (1st day back). 
M3: meeting 24:  Tue, 12-Apr, and Wed, 13-Apr.   
M4: final exam:   Mon 10:45-1:15, 9-May, and Thu 1:30-4:00, 12-May. 
 
schedule of the term -- syllabus / contents of the distributed class notes 
(Modifications may be made for tornado alerts, outages of electricity, etc.) 
 
--- --- --- meeting 1:  12-Jan-2005, a Wednesday, and 13-Jan-2004, a Thursday   
 
survey of the course 
terms “fair coin”, “fair die”, “pair of fair dice” 
terms “elementary event”, “the universe”, “an event” 
meaning of “and”, “or”, and “not” 
practical meaning of probability and the pursuit of a rigorous definition  
pair-of-dice diagrams 
introduction to probability, including conditional probability 
very simple calculator use 
terms “plus”, “sum”, “minus”, “times”, “product”, “square of”, “square root of” 
test your intuition :  birthday paradox 
some basic problems relating to the first meeting  (Everyone should do these.) 
some more problems  (Most people need more practice than the above problems afford.) 
two sample quiz Q01’s for after you’ve studied the material 
(The sample quizzes should be taken after you have learned all that you intend to learn. 
The sample quizzes help you practice what you have already learned.  Take them under test 
conditions -- closed book and notes, calculator at hand, no peeking at the solutions, ten 
uninterrupted minutes.) 
 
--- --- --- meeting 2:  Tue, 18-Jan, and Wed, 19-Jan <Mon is MLKJr Day> 
 
AND, OR, NOT; intersection, union, complement 
Venn diagrams for counting 
tree diagrams for counting 
counting using rules involving AND 
counting using rules involving OR 
what “dealing a hand from a standard deck” means 
precedence in expressions : PEMDAS 
quiz Q01 relating to material of meeting 1 (the last ten minutes of class) 
some basic problems relating to this meeting  (minimal practice for at home) 
some more problems  (more practice) 
sample quiz Q02 for after you have finished your homework on this material 
 
--- --- --- meeting 3:       Thu, 20-Jan, and Mon, 24-Jan  
 
permutations and combinations 
more on calculator use 
five percent of a dollar is $ .05 is a nickle; 50 % is .50 is a half. 
the multiplication law of probability for dealing with AND 
tree diagram for probability 
the addition law of probability for dealing with OR 
Venn diagrams for probability 
the subtraction law of probability for dealing with NOT 
the division law form of the multiplication law 
independence 
test your intuition :  true positive with a rare disease 



quiz Q02 on the material of meetings 1 and 2 (mostly 2).  last 10 minutes of class. 
some basic problems relating to this meeting  (minimal practice for at home) 
some more problems  (more practice) 
sample quiz Q03 which is mostly on today’s meeting 
 
--- --- --- meeting 4:        Tue, 25-Jan, and Wed, 26-Jan  
      
binomial probability 
expected value, population mean  
quiz Q03.  last 10 minutes of class. 
some basic problems relating to this meeting  (minimal practice for at home) 
some more problems  (more practice) 
sample quiz Q04 which is mostly on today’s meeting 
 
--- --- --- meeting 5:        Thu, 27-Jan, and Mon, 31-Jan  
      
decision theory 
probability problems requiring more thinking 
test your intuition:  non-transitive dice 
quiz Q04.  last 10 minutes of class. 
some basic problems relating to this meeting  (minimal practice for at home) 
some more problems  (more practice) 
sample quiz Q05 which is mostly on today’s meeting 
 
--- --- --- meeting 6:       Tue, 1-Feb, and Wed, 2-Feb  
      
other ways of describing probabilities -- 1/6 is 1 out of 6 is 5:1 against is 1:5 for 
Bayes’ theorem 
quiz Q05.  last 10 minutes of class. 
some basic problems relating to this meeting  (minimal practice for at home) 
some more problems  (more practice) 
sample quiz Q06 which is mostly on today’s meeting 
 
--- --- --- meeting 7:             Thu, 3-Feb, and Mon, 7-Feb  
      
(You have seen all the material of the first exam (M1) and should have done your homework on 
Bayes’ Theorem by this meeting.  After today’s meeting, you should 
let yourself get really on top of this material we’ve done so far.  You should be ready to take 
M1 next meeting even though it is not until meeting 10.)   
using the WebCT site for our course 
contents of the current CHANCE NEWSLETTER  
how you will give a report from the CHANCE NEWSLETTER archives 
various other internet sites of interest 
another look at decision theory 
quiz Q06.  last 10 minutes of class. 
practice problems from the first six meetings. 
first practice M1 
 (Give yourself the first practice M1 under test conditions -- 75 minutes, closed book and notes, 
no peeking at solutions, no interruptions.  When finished, look and the solution sheet.  If you 
like you can grade yourself and see what you would have made had this been the real thing.  
This practice test will be turned in at the start of M1 and earns a hundred points as a take-
home quiz grade (Q07) even if you just sign your name.  (This is to avoid the waste of time of 
some people copying from the solution sheet to the test.)) 
 
--- --- --- meeting 8:       Tue, 8-Feb, and Wed, 9-Feb 
      
use of the spreadsheet Excel 



simulation of probability experiments 
hodgepodge of problems 
second practice M1 
(You might want to give yourself the second practice M1.  Really try to get a good night’s rest 
before each major exam.) 
 
--- --- --- meeting 9:     Thu, 10-Feb, and Mon, 14-Feb 
 
group work for M1  
(I will copy various problems to distribute.  You will break into groups of two or three or maybe 
four and work on the problems.  I’ll walk around and look over your shoulders and help with 
sticking points.  From time to time, some of you will present solutions.  Many students like 
group work -- give it a try.  There are many reasons for group work -- one is that is how you are 
expected to work in the real world.  Another is that those who understand the material 
strengthen their understanding while providing help to those that do not understand;  and 
those that do not understand receive more individual attention.  If this really is not your cup of 
tea, you don’t have to come to this meeting;  however, it would be good to give it a shot.) 
      
--- --- --- meeting 10:       Tue, 15-Feb, and Wed, 16-Feb 
  
M1 = full period closed book and notes first major exam.  <--------------------------- 
(If you use additional paper, scrap or otherwise, turn it in with your exam. 
You can leave when you are finished.  Borrow my calculator if yours dies.) 
    
--- --- --- meeting 11:       Thu, 17-Feb, and Mon, 21-Feb 
  
(M1 returned for you to keep.  Solutions, scoreing, and grades at the WebCT site.) 
stem-and-leaf display of the M1 scores 
other stem-and-leaf displays 
median 
population mean = )(XE=µ  

population standard deviation = ))(( 2µσ −= XE  
computing the sample standard deviation (denoted by s)  on common calculators 
(see http://www.geocities.com/calculatorhelp/ or me if you need help on computing s on your 
calculator -- we will not cover computing s on all calculators in class) 
some basic problems relating to this meeting  (minimal practice for at home) 
some more problems  (more practice) 
sample quiz Q08 which is mostly on today’s meeting 
     
--- --- --- meeting 12:       Tue, 22-Feb, and Wed, 23-Feb 
 
sample mean and standard deviation (concepts, computation, estimation) 
quartiles 
box and whisker plots 
various measures of location and scale 
quiz Q08.  last 10 minutes of class. 
some basic problems relating to this meeting  (minimal practice for at home) 
some more problems  (more practice) 
sample quiz Q09 which is mostly on today’s meeting 
 
--- --- --- meeting 13:       Thu, 24-Feb, and Mon, 28-Feb 
 
the standard normal distribution 
the general family of normal distributions 
quiz Q09.  last 10 minutes of class. 
some basic problems relating to this meeting  (minimal practice for at home) 



some more problems  (more practice) 
sample quiz Q10 which is mostly on today’s meeting 
 
--- --- --- meeting 14:       Tue, 1-Mar, and Wed, 2-Mar 
 
the central limit theorem 
fundamental concepts of statistics 
(This finishes the material for M2.  Finish studying so that you could take M2 the next meeting 
even though it is meeting after next.) 
quiz Q10.  last 10 minutes of class. 
some basic problems relating to this meeting  (minimal practice for at home) 
some more problems  (more practice) 
sample quiz Q11 which is mostly on today’s meeting 
 
--- --- --- meeting 15:       Thu, 3-Mar, and Mon, 7-Mar 
 
first bunch of reports from CHANCE NEWSLETTER 
more on Excel if reports and questions do not fill the period 
quiz Q11.  last 10 minutes of class. 
review problems to practice for M2. 
sample M2  
(The sample M2 is to be done after your study of the material -- just as you did with the 
practice M1’s.  The practice M2 is to be turned in at the start of M2 for Q12 credit (100 points if 
signed).) 
 
--- --- --- meeting 16:       Tue, 8-Mar, and Wed, 9-Mar 
 
group work to study for M2 
 
--- --- --- meeting 17:       Thu, 11-Mar <just before Spring break>, and Mon, 21-Mar 
 
M2 = full period closed book and notes second major exam.  <--------------------------- 
 
 
--- --- --- meeting 18:       Tue, 22-Mar, and Wed, 23-Mar 
 
(M2 back.  Solutions, grading, and grades on the Web.) 
a minus times a minus is a plus 
matrix arithmetic 
glance at solving simultaneous equations by substitution or elimination 
geometry of solving simultaneous equations in two and three dimensions 
some basic problems relating to this meeting  (minimal practice for at home) 
some more problems  (more practice) 
sample quiz Q13 which is mostly on today’s meeting 
 
--- --- --- meeting 19:       Thu, 24-Mar, and Mon, 28-Mar 
 
Gauss-Jordan technique of solving simultaneous equations – the algorithm 
Gauss-Jordan technique of solving simultaneous equations – why it works 
quiz Q13.  last 10 minutes of class. 
some basic problems relating to this meeting  (minimal practice for at home) 
some more problems  (more practice) 
sample quiz Q14 which is mostly on today’s meeting 
 
--- --- --- meeting 20:  Tue, 29-Mar, and Wed, 30-Mar 
 
catch up meeting on Gauss-Jordan for those that have not caught on 



(If you’ve caught on, you know it.  You know that unless careless errors get you, you will ace 
the Gauss-Jordan portion of M3.  You are welcome to come if you like but this is really 
intended for those that don’t think they will ace M3.) 
 
--- --- --- meeting 21:  Thu, 31-Mar, and Mon, 4-Apr 
 
the Gauss-Jordan technique of finding  inverses of matrices – the algorithm 
the Gauss-Jordan technique of finding  inverses of matrices – why it works 
solving simultaneous equations using inverses 
(This finishes the material for M3.) 
quiz Q14.  last 20 minutes of class.  {Note to myself:  20 minutes -- not 10.} 
some basic problems relating to this meeting  (minimal practice for at home) 
some more problems  (more practice) 
sample M3 to be done for Q15 -- due at the start of M3 
 
--- --- --- meeting 22:  Tue, 5-Apr, and Wed, 6-Apr 
 
more reports from  CHANCE NEWSLETTER 
matrix arithmetic (array operations) in Excel 
 
--- --- --- meeting 23:  Thu, 7-Apr, and Mon, 11-Apr 
 
group work to study for M3 
 
--- --- --- meeting 24:  Tue, 12-Apr, and Wed, 13-Apr 
 
M3 = full period closed book and notes third major exam.  <--------------------------- 
 
--- --- --- meeting 25:  Thu, 14-Apr, and Mon, 18-Apr 
 (M3 back.    Solutions, grading, and grades on the Web.) 
game theory  -- introduction 
game theory  -- saddle points 
game theory  -- mixed strategy 
some basic problems relating to this meeting  (minimal practice for at home) 
some more problems  (more practice) 
sample Q16, which relates to today’s material 
 
 
--- --- --- meeting 26:  Tue, 19-Apr, and Wed, 20-Apr 
 
game theory  -- dumb moves 
quiz Q16.  last 10 minutes of class. 
some basic problems relating to this meeting  (minimal practice for at home) 
some more problems  (more practice) 
sample Q17, which relates to today’s material 
 
--- --- --- meeting 27:  Thu, 21-Apr, and Mon, 25-Apr  
 
Markov chains, transition diagrams, transition matrices 
quiz Q17.  last 10 minutes of class. 
some basic problems relating to this meeting  (minimal practice for at home) 
some more problems  (more practice) 
sample Q18, which relates to today’s material 
 
--- --- --- meeting 28:   Tue, 26-Apr, and Wed, 27-Apr 
 
convergence of the probability state matrix to long term probabilities 



quiz Q18.  last 10 minutes of class. 
some basic problems relating to this meeting  (minimal practice for at home) 
some more problems  (more practice) 
sample final exam (M4).  The sample M4 counts as a take home quiz (Q19). 
(This completes the material of the course.) 
use of Excel with Markov chains 
 
--- --- --- meeting 29:  Thu, 28-Apr, and Mon, 2-May 
 
finish up Chance News reports  (The Chance News report counts as Q20.) 
various applications, as appropriate 
review of the course 
 
--- --- --- meeting 30:  Tue, 3-May, and Wed, 4-May 
 
group work for the final exam 
 
--- --- --- meeting for the final exam: Mon 10:45-1:15, 9-May, and Thu 1:30-4:00, 12-May   
           
M4 = comprehensive final exam     <--------------------------- 
 
Why do you have to take Finite Math?   
 
Most of you are here because you have to take this course to graduate.  As I understand it, 
anyone receiving a bachelor’s degree from an institution supported in part by the State of 
Alabama must take one of Finite Math, Pre-Calculus Algebra, or Calculus. 
 
Robert Fulghum wrote All I Really Need to Know I Learned in Kindergarten and there is much 
truth in the title.    
 
On the other hand, if a physician is to operate on my knee, I hope that the physician has had a 
lot of post-kindergarten training.  When I take the time to read editorials in newspapers, 
magazines, and on the Web, I expect the writer to have a good background in some relevant 
area -- history, sociology, politics, economics, etc. 
 
As it has been for decades, a lot of people, and I am one of them, hold the opinion that every 
educated person should have a feeling for what mathematics is about.  That’s why you are 
here. 
 
What will we do in this course? 
 
There are disciplines that you cannot excel in unless you have mastered working knowledge of 
some parts of mathematics.  Most professionals must know enough statistics to be intelligent 
consumers of estimates and hypothesis tests -- they must know both the value and the 
limitations of the techniques even if they have no further interest in those techniques.  This is 
not a statistics course but one of the major purposes of the course is to provide an 
infrastructure in your head for really understanding statistics. 
 
We will build a good background for statistics in this course by becoming familiar with 
probability.  We will start by learning how to count without counting.  (Example:  Suppose that 
you count 11 guys in the classroom and 22 gals and you are asked how many people there are in 
the classroom.  None of you will count again in order to report 33.  This is an example of 
counting (in the sense of answering “how many”) without counting (since we didn’t go “1”, 
“2”, ...).  This is also an example of the addition law for counting but let’s not go into that 
right now.) 
 



The first block of the course, to be tested by the first major exam, relates to counting and 
probability and we do expect this to be useful in understanding the subject of statistics.  
Please keep an open mind to learning more.  Psychologists might be fascinated, as I am, by the 
degree to which we as a species do poorly in working with probability.  Economists should be 
interested in decision theory.  Those working in a medical field should be interested in both of 
the topics just mentioned since they relate to efforts to give patients more say so in their own 
medical care. 
 
The second block of the course relates more closely to statistics than probability.  We will 
learn a few techniques for seeing things in data.  We will work with the normal distribution, 
which many of you will see many times again in your professional lives.  We will learn the 
power of the Central Limit Theorem.  If you are an artist that has developed your taste so that 
you can appreciate oil paintings and pottery, jazz and Beethoven, camembert and Texas 
barbeque, ballet and street dancing, then you might open yourself to being awed by the deep 
beauty of the Central Limit Theorem.
 
The third portion of the course, which the third major exam tests, relates to manipulation of 
information using matrices.  You will learn how to solve five equations in five unknowns in one 
long horizontal band on a sheet paper which is 11 by 17 inches.  No one expects that solving 
simultaneous equations will be important to most of you after this course but what we learn 
will give a dramatic demonstration of the power of organization.  Appreciating organization is 
important in your education.  (Ok, so you appreciate it now.  Well, you’ll appreciate it even 
more before the course is over.) 
 
The fourth block of the course, after the third major exam and before the final exam, will tie 
together various earlier parts of the course.  We will look at some simple game theory, which 
might be better termed “competition theory” or “war theory”, and tie together expected 
values (from the first block of the course) and matrices (from the third block).  We will look at 
simple Markov Chain theory, which relates to a certain categories of chains of events (market 
up day before yesterday, steady yesterday, down today;  rain day before yesterday, sunny 
yesterday, sunny today; etc).  Markov Chain theory will use both probability and matrices. 
 
What should you do about this course? 
 
If you life is so stuffed with things to do that you cannot take the time to listen to children or 
crickets or watch a movie or tv show that you would enjoy then about the best that you can 
hope for is to get through this course.  I’ll not tell you to “grin and bare it” unless you are one 
of those people that find it easier to work if you do grin. 
 
On the other hand, if you have a little bit of discretionary time -- time that you can spend as 
you like -- and a reasonable commitment to making yourself a truly educated person, then you 
can really enjoy this course.  The content is wonderful.  Give yourself just a bit more time with 
this course than you think you need to do well. 
 
For most students, what we go over in class will be the first pass at the material.  If you could 
study the new material before we go over it in class, you would do much better;  however, so 
few students can do that, I’ll not assume that you’ve looked at the new material. 
 
The best time to go over the material is right after it is introduced in class.  You might want to 
review the material just before the next meeting.  You have been told, no doubt many times, 
that you should, on the average, spend two hours outside of class for every (nominal) hour in 
class.  Therefore, on the average, a three hour course calls for six hours of homework per 
week.  Many people find that mathematics courses call for more than average time.  If you are 
a typical student taking fifteen typical hours, you will spend (nominally) fifteen hours a week 
in class and should spend thirty additional hours a week studying outside of class.  You should 
plan to spend a bit more than three hours on homework for each meeting at the start of 
the term;  you can cut back to three if you find that are doing well. 



 
For a person who hasn’t read ahead, the lecture is the first pass at the material.  Reading the 
material in these notes is an important additional pass at the material.  Things explained in 
lecture verbally with some notations on the board are now spelled out on paper for you to read 
at your own pace.   
 
Read the material in the distributed class notes as specified in the syllabus -- much of which 
will have been gone over in class -- with special attention to the examples.  Work each 
matched problem right after reading the example.  Check your answer to the matched problem  
– either immediately or when you reach the end of the section.   
 
The homework problems are presented in two groups.  One group is quite minimal but if you 
can do the first group then you understand the material for the minute.  Almost everyone 
needs to practice the material after learning it.  Can you imagine learning how to shoot a 
basket in basketball and telling the coach “I’ve got it now.  When do I come back for the 
game?”  The second batch of problems is for more practice.  If there were some problems that 
you could not do in the first bunch the first time around, perhaps you will be able to do them 
after going through the second bunch.  There are answers to all problems and solutions to a 
few.  You should give each problem your best shot before looking at the solution. 
 
You will have practice quizzes and practice exams.  My recommendation is that you first study 
the material as if these do not exist.  After you have studied as much as you think is 
appropriate, given your goals and resources, take the practice test under the test conditions -- 
closed book and notes, not having looked at the solution sheet, calculator at hand, the same 
amount of uninterrupted time as the test.  When finished, look at the solution sheet.  In some 
cases you can grade your work.  (Warning:  It is much easier to obtain high grades on the 
quizzes than on the major exams.)   
 
fair  notice  and  other  legal  stuff : 
 
No-one should cheat.  You should attend class but your grade does not take class attendance 
into consideration (except that three absences before a  certain form is to be turned in will 
result in an Fa).  Smoking is forbidden in Goodwyn Hall.  Only authorized law enforcement 
officials are allowed to be armed.  The University policy is to not discriminate on the basis of 
gender, age, sexual orientation, disabilities, racial origin, etc;  please bring improper 
discrimination to our attention.  
 
AUM attempts to make reasonable accommodations to meet the special needs of disabled 
students;  the Center for Special Services is located in room 912 of the Library Tower (244-
3468). 
 
Starting this semester, attendance will be taken the first few meetings in all courses at AUM in 
order to prevent abuse of aid (such as a VA stipend to go to school).   I will not always call roll 
in order to check roll;  for example, if there is a quiz a certain meeting, anyone not turning in 
that quiz will be counted as absent. 
 
 
Additional help is available. 

 
Sorta free help is available in the Learning Center  (325 Moore Hall; 244-3470) and in the 
Instructional Support Lab  (just around the corner -- 203A Goodwyn Hall;  244-3265).   I say 
“sorta free” since its not really free – its just that you’ve already paid for it.  Of course, there 
are my office hours, the WebCT bulletin board, and your classmates.   When you come into my 
office for help or go to the Learning Center or Instructional Support Lab for help, you should 
bring your book, your calculator, your distributed class notes, and the paper on which you have 
attempted to work the problems.  This helps us find out where you are having difficulty. 
 



switching meeting times 
 
If you find it more convenient to come to a meeting at a different time from your usual time, 
just do it – you don’t have to check with me.  This applies to test days as well as regular 
lecture days. 

 
what is to go on the 3-by-5 card the first meeting : 
 
• the name that you are generally known by, including your last name. (If you want me to 

call you Mary Jones, do not write Elizabeth L. Jones).  I will address males by "Mr" and 
females by /mizz/ (as in “Ms”) unless you let me know, on this card, that you prefer “Mrs” 
or “Miss” or some other title (Col.,  Sister, Sir, Father, Dr., Butcher, Baker, Coach, etc). 

• your phone number IF it is public information (but don't tell me your number if you do not 
want it in the distributed class notes). 

• a posting id, also known as a fake name, for the purpose of posting grades.  Don’t use a 
name that might be confused with an official real name (such as Alice).  (Examples of such 
names from a previous term include:  Little Pow Wow, Duece Biggalo, Snail, Shmegs, and Jeep91.) 

• the frequency with which you check your AUM e-mail.  (Everyone in here is receiving e-mail at an 
address with "@student.aum.edu" to the right of your AUM username.)    

• any special messages -- most people have none but sometimes, at the end of the semester, 
I am told things that I wish I'd been told sooner.  (Ex:  I need an A in this course to get into graduate 
school.  I need a C to keep my scholarship.  I took this course to learn about the geometric distribution and we 
hardly touched on it.  Do not put my picture in the distributed class notes.  I have to miss the third week of class 
for a business trip.) 

 
testing and what you should know about grading : 

 
You can use your calculator at any time.   
 
The three major exams and the final exam are full period <75 minutes> closed book and notes.   
 
All quizzes except the take-homes <Q07, Q12, Q15, and Q19> and the report <Q20> are also 
closed book and closed notes.  In most cases, the quiz questions are quite similar to the 
examples and matched problems.  There will typically be multiple versions of every in-class 
quiz and exam.  (Yes, it must be that some versions would be easier for you than other versions 
but I don’t recall a complaint about this in the last decade;  for one thing, you will find that 
the version that is easiest for you is hardest for somebody and, secondly, with so many 
questions, things quickly average out.  This scheme quickly discourages copying from other 
papers.) 
 
 You will not make up any in-class quiz.  If you miss a quiz I will use your score on the 
next major exam to construct an estimate of what you would have made (details are given in 
the next section).  
 
It is never to your advantage to skip a quiz.  The same technique of constructing a 
score that is used for those that miss a quiz will be applied to those that took it except those 
that took it will receive the higher of the actual and the constructed score. 
 
I know that this sounds complicated about the constructed quiz scores but you are not required 
to understand it.  (Most students understand it well after we study standard deviations.)  The 
main determiners of your overall grade are how well you do on the major exams. 

 
details of grading -- this is easily skipped: 

 
My advice is to just do the best that you can and don’t worry about the grading – don’t bother 
to read the rest of this section.   
 



The quizzes are mostly for feedback although you can see below that in some sense they count.   
(As mentioned earlier:  It is much easier to obtain high grades on the quizzes than on the major 
exams.)  What really counts the most, however, is how you do on the major exams and the 
final exam.   
 
As mentioned in the previous section, if you miss a quiz, you will not make it up.  I will 
estimate your performance on that quiz by your performance on the next major exam 
(including the final exam).    If you want a little more information, here is an example that you 
will be able to understand before the course is over.  Suppose that Joe misses quiz Q03 and the 
class average on that quiz is 72 and the standard deviation is 10.  Further suppose that the 
class average on the next major exam is 75 with a standard deviation of 12.  Finally suppose 
that Joe makes 87 on that major exam.  Thus Joe made one standard deviation above average 
on the major exam and I would compute a proxy score for his third quiz by one standard 
deviation above that average so Joe’s proxy score on Q03 would be 72 + 1 * 10 = 82.  (Scores 
above 100 are rounded down to 100;  scores below zero are rounded up to 0;  otherwise, virtual 
scores and other averages are rounded to the nearest integer.) 

 
Here’s a paragraph that your might as well skip unless you have an interest in techniques of 
grading.  Even if Joe from the paragraph above had taken the quiz (an thus had an actual 
score), I’ll estimate Joe’s performance on that quiz and call that a proxy score;  the higher of 
the actual score and the proxy score is called the virtual score and it is the virtual score that 
counts.  If Joe’s Q03=80, P03=82 (from the paragraph above), then V03=82;  if, on the other 
hand, Q03=85, then V03=85.  The virtual scores on the quizzes will be averaged, as we go 
along, to get the virtual quiz average at that time (VA1 or VA2 or such).  You could miss all 20 
quizzes and if you did well on the major exams and final, have an A average on the quizzes.   
For those that want to know all the nooks and crannies of the grading, please recall that the 
virtual score is the higher of the actual and the proxy score and only the virtual scores count in 
the virtual quiz average.  I’ll put an example in the notes later when we study standard 
deviations. 
 
At each point, the current virtual quiz average (VQA) counts as a major exam.  We denote the 
major exam scores by M1, M2, and M3;  M4 denotes your score on the final exam.  An average 
Av1 will be computed after the first major exam by Av1 = (M1 + VQA)/2.    After the second 
major exam, your average will be Av2 = (M1 + M2 + VQA)/3.  After the third major exam, your 
average is Av3 = (M1 + M2 + M3 + VQA) / 4. 
 
For most people, their overall grade in the course (OV) is Av4 which is computed by 
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= .   An unusual average, Av5, 

is the larger of Av4 and the smaller of 60 and M4 but it is an average none the less;  
.  Yet another average allows a person to 

make at least a C by making as much above 70 on the final as their Av3 is below 60;  
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mAvAvAv .  Your overall score in 

this course will be the largest of those three averages;  that is, OV = max { Av4, Av5, Av6 }.   
 
If this is confusing, just think of your overall grade as being computed from Av4.  Study of the 
formula for OV1 above shows that each of the major exams before the final counts the same;  
namely, each major exam counts as one-sixth of your OV1 score.  The average of the virtual 
quiz scores counts like a major exam.  The final exam counts like two major exams;  the final 
exam is one-third of the OV1 score. 
 
I use what I think of as the usual scale:  90 to 100 is an A, 80-89 a B, ..., below 60 is an F (after 
rounding to the nearest integer).   


